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your 7-day challenge

The CLEVER brain challenge is designed to help you boost kids' brainpower (and yours)
in just 7 days.
It includes factors proven to influence the brain's learning capacity. Boosting our kids'
brainpower can help them learn faster and better. And, when we are mentally and
physically strong and healthy, the brain can easily function at its best.
YOUR CHALLENGE
Read through the brain health information to understand why & how we can help our
kids learn by including these specific activities.
Print out the worksheet on page 9, and include as many activities as possible to your
daily routine, starting with the next 7 days.
The aim is to add each activity at least once a day, but the more the better. And even if
you don't manage to include all, every additional one will boost brainpower and add up
to give a much-needed brain boost.
You can repeat this challenge as often as you can. And it's especially helpful before and
during test or exam times.
PLEASE NOTE
The CLEVER brain challenge is an excerpt from the Failproof Learning Tips guide
including 10 tips to instantly improve your kids' grades. You can click here to check out
the rest of the guide.
ENJOY THE CHALLENGE!

get in touch

for more resources visit the blogs
CLEVERLearningMethod.com and HealthyFamilyandMe.com
or email me at Estie@CleverLearningMethod.com
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LET'S TALK

brain health
DR. ESTIE ALESSANDRINI

brain power
The good news is, we are not stuck with a certain amount of intelligence
or a lack thereof. Intelligence can be grown via practice and effort. If
there's just one thing we teach our kids today, let it be that

we control our intelligence and brainpower

how can we do that
Now that we know we can easily help our kids learn better and faster when we
improve their brain health, let's discover some of the best ways to get that right.
We can start with helping them
be more active
eat more brain foods
hydrate adequately
get enough quality sleep
continuously stimulate cognitive function
take regular brain breaks
Before we jump into the challenge, let's have a quick look at how and why these
are 5 of the best brain-boosting activities.
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be more active

Exercise has been proven repeatedly to induce positive physiological, behavioral,
and psychological changes, and therefore improve brain function. These effects
were further investigated and scientists proved that brain activity increases with
exercise. Even after walking for just 20 minutes, we see the way we process
information, gets faster. It also has a positive protective effect across brain regions
and it improves the way our brain circuits function in areas of learning and
reasoning.
Neuroscientists confirmed that it didn’t matter what kind of activity kids did, as
long as they were active multiple times a week we see an improvement in
learning, attention, and memory. And regular aerobic exercise has a much bigger
effect on brain function than once-off exercise.
One of the other great things about exercise, other than the positive effect on
cognitive function, is its role in our kids' psychological wellbeing and therefore
their mental health.
TIP: make sure kids get some exercise, every single day

eat more brain foods

Brain foods include foods like bananas, eggs, blueberries, and omega-rich fish.
And to make it super easy to start adding the best brain foods to your kids' meals,
you can find a cheat sheet with the top brain foods on the next page.
Supporting the brain with the best possible energy sources, also means we limit
the foods that drain our focus and energy, like sugary drinks, complex carbs, and
refined sugars. We know the benefits of a healthy diet in terms of general health
and when we remind ourselves that the brain consists of 60% fat, we can
understand why omega-3 and omega-6s are essential for brain health.
TIP: serve more yummy fish and veg meals
CLEVERLEARNINGMETHOD.COM
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foods to boost
memory & focus

serving
suggestions

cinnamon

pancakes, dried fruit, french toast

walnuts

roasted, fresh muffins

tuna & salmon

seared, sushi, fish cakes

broccoli

steamed, lasagne, fritters

avocado

sandwich, salad, dips

saffron spice

casserole, risotto, rice cakes

vanilla milk

warmed, smoothie, ice-cream

berries

fresh, fruit salad, muffins

eggs

boiled, omelet, sandwich

celery

fresh, salad, juice

olive oil

salad dressing, pasta dishes

whole grains

barley, brown rice or oatmeal

drink plenty of water
get enough quality sleep
reduce stress
take small breaks often
exercise daily
practice breathing and relaxation

fried foods
processed foods
energy drinks and juices
coffee
sugary, fizzy drinks
cakes and biscuits
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hydrate well

We all know the benefits of adequate hydration and as a reminder, studies show
that by losing as little as 1.3% of body fluid, significant impairments are noted in
focus and concentration. And also in executive functions vital for learning such as
increased perception of task difficulty, and even in motor coordination.
In kids, we see an immediate increase in mood, memory, motor skills, and visual
attention when we give them an additional 200 to 650 ml of water per day. Even
when kids are not dehydrated, the additional water still appears to enhance visual
attention, alertness, and short-term memory.
TIP: start kids' day with a glass of water to boost both physical and cognitive
performance

get enough quality sleep

We all know when we don’t get enough sleep, our concentration and focus are
negatively affected. And more than just getting enough sleep, it's important we
get consistent, good quality sleep. This helps our brains turn information from
short-term memory information into long-term memory knowledge.
Our brains need downtime for optimal synapse formation, general cell upkeep,
and regeneration. Studies using MRI imaging clearly show a decrease in blood
flow after sleep deprivation and with that, the expected cognitive delay.
One of the easiest fixes to boost brainpower is thus to help our kids get enough,
good-quality sleep. And because I get asked this question routinely, you can find
the CDC's recommended hours of sleep according to age, on the next page.
TIP: make sure kids get at least 10 hours of sleep, most nights
CLEVERLEARNINGMETHOD.COM
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age
group

recommended hours
of sleep per day

Newborn

0–3 months

14–17 hours

Infant

4–12 months

12–16 hours per 24 hours

Toddler

1–2 years

11–14 hours per 24 hours

Preschool

3–5 years

10–13 hours per 24 hours

School Age

6–12 years

9–12 hours per 24 hours

Teen

13–18 years

8–10 hours per 24 hours

Adult

18 years & older

7 or more hours per night

adapted from the CDC sleep recommendations

stimulate cognitive function
Two of the best ways to boost brainpower are to read and play brain games.
Because the more we challenge our brains, the stronger our neural networks
become and the easier learning challenges get.
Trying new things helps us expand our learning toolkits. And when faced with a
new learning concept we can tap into these toolkits to find the best approach.
The more extensive that toolkit the easier it is to make decisions and solve
problems.
TIP: expose kids daily to new learning challenges
CLEVERLEARNINGMETHOD.COM
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make time to relax & refocus

Our brains can work like machines, but they also need regular breaks. That is why
it's important to take time out and relax.
In general, development experts concede that kids can only stay focused for
about 2 to 3 minutes per year of age. Be sure to often give them a break.
Some ideas on what to do during a break are to get the kids' heart rates up by
doing exercise, drinking a glass of water, telling jokes, or having a good laugh.
Mindfulness activities like yoga or deep breathing are also a great way to relax
and refocus.
To me, the best kind of brain break is some form of exercise. This directly
increases the blood flow to the brain and the release of endorphins to stimulate
cognitive function. Give it a try.

mens sana in corpore sano
a healthy mind in a healthy body

learning tip

Adequate hydration is by far the most important AND easiest way to instantly improve
cognitive function and boost energy.
Teach your kids the simple trick of drinking a glass of water 30 minutes before taking a
test. My daughter has experienced firsthand the value of this seemingly minor action
and why does she keep doing it? Because it works.
CLEVERLEARNINGMETHOD.COM
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time for the clever brain challenge
Now that we know the 6 activities listed on the worksheet have been proven
to boost brain function, memory & focus, we can get started with our
challenge.
Complete the challenge over the next 7 days AND remember to add them to
your daily routine thereafter, to keep benefiting from the brainpower and
energy boost.

get started
Print one challenge worksheet from the next page, for each child and let them
write their names at the top.
Choose a day to start the challenge and complete the date.
Include as many as possible of the brain-boosting activities into your daily
routine.
Don't forget to keep motivating the kids to continue not only for the 7 days but
also thereafter.
TIP: A fun way to add more brain foods is to prepare new dishes together. For
example, my kids love creating a red-only fruit salad, or a green and yellow
veggie side dish. Be creative, as the secret to getting them to eat new things, lies
in allowing them to have fun preparing it.
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i accept
the challenge

the clever brain challenge

today I

ate 2
brain
foods

read
for
10 min

played
1 brain
game*

enjoyed
10 min of
quiet time

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Weekend

*click here for learning toy and game ideas
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did
30 min
of exercise

slept
for
10 hours

YOUR

next steps

and more
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congratulations
You did it! You've completed the clever brain challenge. And the
good news is, it's only one section from the Failproof Learning Tips
Guide that instantly improved my kids' grades. Ready for more?

check out the rest
of the guide by
clicking here

get in touch

send me an email and let me know how I can help you, even more,
to help your kids learn and excel
Estie@CLEVERlearningmethod.com
CLEVERLEARNINGMETHOD.COM
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visit the blogs
CLEVERlearningmethod.com
for brain-based learning strategies you can use at home, in your homeschool,
or classroom
HealthyFamilyandMe.com
for relevant and well-researched information on parenting, healthy living,
and mom life

follow me on pinterest
click here to stay up to date with the latest kids learning and parenting trends

clever learning workshop and club
when you're ready to learn more about brain-based learning,
click here to join our next CLEVER learning workshop
and
join our fun CLEVER learning club
CLEVERLEARNINGMETHOD.COM
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PLEASE NOTE
all the content in

the

BRAIN

challenge

improved my kids' grades

belongs to

CLEVERLEARNINGMETHOD.COM
copyright is protected and this guide is for
personal use only

please do not share or post the guide online

ESTIE@CLEVERLEARNINGMETHOD.COM

